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aircraft. 

Pr. Kempis covering letter, dated August 

had beer  interne-ad fo use in tho  engine mount of a Dcueas inteneed fo use in tho 

'Dakota" 
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Inve:Algation No 1742, 

Metallurgical Examination of Fractured 
Steel Aircraft Bolt, 

Oririn of Materie_ and qUect of InveatIgnIlon: 

On August 2eth e  1944„ a fractured steel bolt ziee 

leigure 1) was su7.-edtted, for me 4Jal1urgica1 examination by 

U. M, Kemp „l'or Chief Inspector e  3ritish Air Commission„ 

17,a. Massachusetts Avenue, Washington, D, C. Tble 
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File No. Pi1/58784. - stted that a relatively large  number  of 

these bolts ha  d failed in a similar manner, both be:Con)  and 

after assembly  in  -c the structure. The bolt  und' exannatior 

had failed during the initial tightening No detailed 

tion concerning the method of manufacture .  or the  alloy 

available. The  opinion was expressed that  the  failure 
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(Origin of Material and Object of Investigation, canted) - 

from strain cracks introduced possibly during the formation 

of the heat. The letter requested: 

(1) A macro photograph of a  section through the head 
of  the bolt, to confirm the contention that the 
heat was produced by an up-ending (i.e. "upsettin 
operation. 

(2) An opinion as to the  possible cause of the  failure. 

O• 0 

A request was subsequently made  by these LaboratorLes 

for additional sample.bolts, which would be necessary for  a 

complete investigation, but no additional bolts were availabl.: 

at the time of writing. Consequently t  this report will be 

necessarily of a general nature, 

Figure 1.  

STEU AIRCRAFT 501C0  FRACTURED 
AT JUNCTION OF ST2M AND HEAD. 

Chemical Analysis: 

A sample of the bolt was submitted for chemical 

analysis. In Table I the  results are given and a  comparison 

made with the chemical limits specified  for an SAE  4135 steel, 

(Continued on next page) 
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(Chemical Analysis, conUtd) - 

TABLE 1. 

Carlon 
 Manganese 

Silicon 
3ulphur 
Phosphorus 
Chromium 
Molybdenum 

As 
Found 

- Par 

0.37 
0.85 
0,58 
0.007 
0,019 
0,98 
0,16 

Specification 
SAE  4135 

Cent  - 

0.30-0.40 
'0.60-0,90 

0.80-1.10 
0.15-0.25 

OW1.1111..M111> 

Hardnees Test 

The hardness  was  obtained on a Vickers hardness 

tester, using a 20-ki1ogram load. This was found to be: 

40b Vickers (average of 4 readings), 
or  41  lockwell 1 0 1 0 

gjcro5copiQ  

Samples were cut and examined in the etched as 

well as in the unotched condition. Figure 2 shows, at X750 

magnification, the microstructure obtained by etching In 2 

per cent nital. The structure is typical tempered martensite. 

Figure 3 is a macro photograph of a section through 

the fractured head of the bolt which had been etched in 50 per 

cent HC1. The flow linee indicate that the head was made by 

the "upsettine method. 

(Continued on next page) 



X750, nital etch. 
FLOW LINES PRODUCED BY 
nUPSETTING" METHOD 

OF FORGING. 
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(Microscopic Examination, contId) - 

Figure  Fleure  3,, 

MICROSTRUOTURE„ CONSISTING 
OF TEMPERUD MARTENSITE. 

Mee  

(APproximately 2i times 
normal size). 

Examination  of the steel in the unetched condition 

indicates that it is fairly  clean  and  free  from inclusions. 

Discussion of Results:  

SAE  4135 steel,  from which this bolt is made, Is 

widely used for highly stressed bolts in aircraft structures. 

The specifications  call  for a heating range of from 1575° F. 

to 1650 °  F., followed by  oil  quenching  and a  draw at 950 0  

This  heat treatment would  result  in a hardness  of 40 Rockwell 

tot. 

Since the hardness of the  bolt was found to be 406 

Vickers, or 41 Rockwell 'CI, it would appear that  the drawing 

operation  must have  been  in the neighbourhood of 950° P, 

Because many  of the boite  had failed previous  to 

assembly into  the structure, it is  obvious that these  failures 
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are not due to 
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Reaults, contld)  - 

fatigue. Eowever, it is aise  possible  that 

failures occurring after assembly may have re.culted from  fatiele. 

It has been suggested in the literature that  failures 

similar in character  to  that encountered in these bolts are  due 

to inclusions in the steel* However, this suggestion may be 

discounted for the bolt under examination, because of the 

relative cleanliness cf the steel. 

Failure  of  the boit  could have occurred as a result 

of any one of the following: 

(1)Faulty forging practice. 

(2) Improper  heat troatment after forging. 

(3)lea 1n..12A10....2f_II.19Sillet0 

(4)Overstressin£  of the bolt_nur_larm 
instârlation. 

(5) Insufficient tightening of the nut, 
resulting in failure due to fatigue. 

(6) Careless machining or grinding. 

a) EL12117.22Eillu Practice. 

If the feiL;Ing eperation is carried on at tco low 

a temperature, excessive stresses are set up in the  bolt and 

would  recuit in failure. Examination . of cracks formed during 

the forging operation will usually reveal heavy decarburizatien. 

Practically no decarburization along the fractured edge was 

evident, thus confirming that, for this particular belt, 

failure had occurred subsequent to the forging operation. 

(2)pI 2_r Grlrro)erHeatg.aentafterFor 7in. 

*SAE .035 chrome-molybdenum  steel  is deep hardening 

and must be quenched in oil. If too severe a quench is  emplcyed. 

such as water quenching, very severe internal  stresses  would be 

set up resulting in failure, Delay  In  drawing after  the 
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(Discussion of Results, contd) - 

quenching operation wculd greatly increase the denve ;,17 

cracking. Hence, it is impertant that the time Interve ,J 

between the quench and the draw be kept to a minimum. 

(-5) Faulty Desien "cf the Fillet. 

High strength bolts (200,000 p.s,I ten3lle and 

over) are very sueceptible to brittle failure underneath't,le 

head s  due to insufficient radius of the fillet. It is elaimed -

that the embrittlement of the head is depemlent )rimarily,  not 

upon the fibre  as  determined by the heading procens 9  but upon 

the notch effect of the head contour (fillet). It has 

been  provei that this erbrittlement is greatly increased by 

eccentric 1oading 9  that is s  the application cf bending super-

imposed on tension s  often,reeulting in a reducticn of.the 

strength down to 20 per cent of the ultimate, The deleterioua 

effect of eccentrc  loading  may  be  minimized by the emp ...Loymont 

of a  generous  fillet (1/16-i=7:,  rc,;12.173) 

(4)  Overstremlf  the BelLs.iw_g_:'9..nInstalation. 

A very frequent  cause  of bolt failure :my be attri-

buted to the overmtressing cf the bolt  by the mar with.1.0.1e 

wrench, and thie reature sh •uld  not  be  overlooked, 

Innufficlent Tiletenip,e_of . the Nut, Reeultin5 
in FatlEaL_Felure. 

For theue  bolts which  nay have failedim fatlgue e  

the most likely  reason 2or such failure is  • nsufficient  tight-

ening of the  nut, A properly tightened  nut.is one that applie 

a tension load to the bolt that is equal to or greater  than  tbe 

external load to  be  supported  in service A bolt so  tietened 

ls placed under a  minimum of etrees  ehange.and wU1  nct  fall 

G. Sachs; "Gtrength ef  Heat  Treated Alloy  Steel  SoIts" 
.  Trans, 	 194 ,  Vol. 33 9  pc, 396. 
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(Discussion of Results, contld) 

In fatigue. 

(6) Careless  Machinina or Grinding. 

If the machining or grinding operations leave 

imperfections in the fillet, areas of high stress concentra-

tion will be produced which greatly increasevthe danger of 

failure under the head. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

1. The hoad of the bolt was produced by the "upset" 

method of forging. 

2. The steel from which the bolt was made ie satia- 

factory. Hence, the failure did not occur as a result of 

faulty material. 

3. Generally speaking, failures could have occurred 

from any one of the follcwing reasons: 

(a)Faulty forging practice. 

(b) Improper heat treatment after forgingc 

(c)Faulty design of the fillet. 

(d) Overstressing of the bolt during 
installation. 

(e) Insufficient tightening of the nut, 
resulting in fatigue failure. 

(f) Careless machining or grinding. 

However »  in this particular case, it is moet likeiy 

that failure occurred because of reasons  (e) or (d) 
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